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POSITIONING
Pelvic

Align Cushion:
Lateral Pelvis and Lateral

Thigh Support Cushion

Contoured edges provide lateral
pelvic stability and thigh positioning to
reduce lateral movement of the pelvis
and improve lower extremity stability.

Position Cushion:
Medial Thigh Support and

Anti-Thrust Cushion

Medial thigh support helps to
position the legs out of abduction and

into medial alignment to improve
weight bearing and maximize
loading contact surface area.

Support Cushion
General Use Cushion

The basic soft foam base
provides support and increased

tolerance to aid in user’s comfort.

CUSHIONS3-Pt Positioning Belt
with Depth Adjustable

Crotch Strap

Helps position user’s pelvis
properly and prevents

submarining out of the chair.

Heavy-Duty
Reinforced Upholstery

Provides extra firmness when required.
Reinforced padded seat and back is
fitted with removable ABS stiffeners.

Wheelchair
OPTIONS & 
ACCESSORIES

Not all options & accessories available on all models. Please check the individual chair or order form.
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OPTIONS
Transit

Transit Lap Belt

The crash tested (SAE J2249)
transit lap belt provides additional

occupant safety when riding in a bus
or van. The belt connects to the bus
anchored shoulder restraint harness,

and is used in addition to the
pelvic positioning belt.

5-Point Harness

The crash tested (SAE J2249) 5-point 
harness will keep small children safer 
in their wheelchairs while riding in a bus 
or van. This harness is for children who 
weigh under 65 pounds.  This harness 
secures the occupant directly to the 
chair, providing a closer fit.

OPTIONS
Color

Black                   Red                    Blue                        Pink                       Purple               Forest Green                Chocolate 

Textilene Upholstery

Navy Blue                      Teal                       Purple                  Raspberry

Cordura Upholstery

SUPPORTS
Head

Headrest  Extensions

Extends back height to provide head 
support for taller individuals. Used on 
bus transport models to help prevent 
head whiplash during a rear-end 
collision.

Occi Headwings

Provides sub-occipital support to help
position the head midline. Provides added

comfort, allows side to side head movement
without obstruction, and does not block

the individual’s ears or line of vision.

Padded Headwings

Height adjustable headwings provide
soft foam lateral support for midline
positioning of the head. May require

headrest extension on some models.
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POSITIONING
Foot & Leg

Medial Thigh 
Support (Abductor)

Separates thighs to improve hip
alignment and stabilizing sitting

posture. Degree of abduction can
be adjusted and accommodate

postural asymmetry.

Lateral Thigh
Support (Adductor)

Pulls thighs together to improve
hip alignment and stabilizing sitting
posture. Degree of adduction can

be adjusted and accommodate
postural asymmetry.

Foot Positioners

Adjustable Velcro® straps help position
the feet properly on footplates, thus maximizes 
loading contact area and proper foot alignment.  
Straps can be positioned to attach around the 
ankle or cross over the foot.

Footplate Securement Strap
Strap secures the individual footplates
together to prevent them from flipping 
up, especially helpful for individuals 
with high tone.

Angle Adjustable Footplates

Footplate’s angle is adjustable to accommodate 
dorsal/plantar extensions/contractors to provide 
proper foot positioning and alignment. Can be 
adjusted frontward, backward, or sideways, 
and can be rotated vertically.

Calf Panel

Provides support to the lower legs to
give additional support, pressure relief,
and comfort. Especially helpful when the
chair is in a tilted or recline position.

Legrest Extension

Extend the length of the legrest to properly
position a taller occupant. Extends an

additional 2” to 3” depending 
on the model of wheelchair.

Elevating Legrest with
Swing-Away Footplates

The angle adjustable legrest
accommodates patients with limited

knee range of motion and with
high tone. Also helps prevent

edema of the lower extremities.
Adjustable footplates swing-away

for easy access in and out of chair.

OPTIONS
Frame

Extended Handles

Extended push handles add an
additional 4” in height, and are ideal 
for a tall caregiver.

Height Adjustable
Flip-Up Armrests

Provide upper extremity support and 
positioning. Armrests “flip-up” out of
the way for easy access into chair.

Anatomic Back

Provides increased lumbar support,
which helps stabilize the upper torso,

neck and head to assist the development
of righting reflexes. Nylon positioning

spines are inserted into the heavy-duty
fabric back to provide additional structural

support and easily slide out for custom
forming with a heat gun.
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OPTIONS
Frame

Side Panels - Mesh

Side panels provide additional
upper body positioning and support

and provides additional security to
prevent the child from leaning out the
sides of the seat.  Mesh fabric allows
for increased airflow and circulation.

Recline Option

Opens the seat-to-back 
angle by 20° for improved 
respiration, pressure relief, 
and digestion.

POSITIONING
Trrunk

Soft Adjustable Lateral
Support- Single Flap

Lateral support stabilizes trunk and 
maintains midline positioning. Includes
a chest strap that can be pulled to one 
side for additional scoliosis correction. 
Adjustable and detachable.

Torso Support Vest

Utilize the support vest when aggressive
trunk support is needed. The vest keeps the
individual in place comfortably and securely.

It maintains correct midline upper body
position, prevents forward slumping and

assists shoulder retraction. Adjustable
and detachable. Available in

various sizes.

Reducer Seat Insert

Provides proper positioning in an 
oversized wheelchair to maximize growth 

potential. The insert easily slips into the 
seat of the chair to reduce the seat width 2” 

and the seat depth 1”. The ribbed surface 
provides comfort and promotes airflow.

H-Harness with Padded Covers

Provides the occupant with anterior trunk
support to maintain upper body trunk

positioning and prevent upper body
fatigue. Includes padded covers for

additional comfort.

Lateral Trunk Support
– Flat and Contoured
Designed to provide solid midline 
positioning of the trunk.  Includes fixed 
hardware; swing away hardware is 
available as an option.

Two Piece Push Handle

Traditional push handle is easy to push 
using both hands while maintaining a 
secure hold on the chair.

One Piece Push Handle

Provides easy height adjustment for 
caregivers of any height. It adjusts 
witha simple push of a button to 
have a comfortable,functional, 
and safe grip of the chair.

(Continued)

Side Panels - Solid

Side panels provide additional upper
body positioning and support and

provide additional security to
prevent the child from leaning

out the sides of the seat.

Soft Adjustable Lateral
Support- Double Flap

Lateral support stabilizes trunk, provides
additional structural support laterally, and 
maintains midline positioning. Includes
a chest strap that can be pulled to one 
side for additional scoliosis correction. 
Adjustable and detachable.
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ACCESSORIES
Wheelchair

Upper Extremity Support Surface
(Clear Tray) 

The tray provides upper extremity support
and positioning to maximize upper extremity 
function for communication, therapeutic 
intervention, and educational activities.  
Depending on model chair, it can be 
height and depth adjustable.

Under Seat Storage Basket

The storage basket is the perfect place
to stow essential medical items - such 
as a suction device. Maximum weight
limit varies by model.

Utility Bag

Perfect for storing essential medical
supplies and disposable items.
Easily detaches from the chair
and when removed, converts

to a convenient tote.

Curb Tipper

Provides a leverage point to elevate
the front of the chair to easily go

up curbs.

Saddle Bags

Attaches to the side of the chair,
and are perfect for storing smaller,

medically necessary items.

Medical Necessity Storage Basket
Designed to hold large support equipment 
such as ventilators, external batteries, 
IV pumps, suction pumps, or other 
medical disposables.  Weight 
capacity of up to 50lbs.

Travel Bag
This wheeled travel bag is great for
transporting your chair on planes, trains
or buses.  Constructed of heavy duty 
Cordura fabric, it comes with two-way 
zippers, pull handles at both ends and 
an adjustable carrying strap.  One 
size fits most chairs. Available in 
black only.  

Caster Locks

Hold the swivel wheels in a
forward facing position to prevent

the wheels from turning side to side.
(For 2’’ wide wheels only)

Rear Anti-tip Tubes

Provides additional safety to prevent 
chair from tipping backwards when 
weight is unevenly distributed.

Oxygen Tank Holder

The oxygen tank holder holds a size
D (4”) diameter tank. Clasps hold the tank

away from the chair back, and the strap
at the base adjusts to stay taut when the

chair is tilted. Made from Cordura.

Attendant Hand Brakes

Provides controlled and safe mobility
in environments with uphill or downhill 
inclines. The hand brake is in addition
to the wheel lock.

Headrest Cover (Canopy)

Provides protection from sunlight and
the environment. For patients that have
skin sensitivity to sunlight due to clinical
condition or prescription medication, it
provides the added level of protection

against sunburns and skin damage.


